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GLOSSARY OF SYMdOLS

.

*

a

A

‘o
b

c
d

D(t)

e

E

E
av
Ec

‘dep
(E)

E(t)

ECO(E)

E3(E)

I(E)

I(t)

I’(t)

kt

.4

40

i
ref

L

m

‘3

n(E)

term in stopping cross-sectionformula, Eq.

(20) (lo ‘=5 Mev-eV-cm2/mOleCUle).

atomic weight; collimator orifice area

(cm2).
standard collimator orifice area (~ 3 crn2).

term in stopping cross-sectionformula, Eq.

(’20)(Jhl/MeV).

center-of-masssystem.

detector dead layer thickness (Km).

particle detection rate (particles/see).

energy-conversionefficiencyof Moxon-Rae

detectors: energy observed in detector per

unit gamma-ray energy incident on the con-

verter (dimensionless).

neutron energy (eV or MeV).

average energy.

charged particle energy.

energy deposited in detector as observable

ionization.

neutron energy, uniquely related to t, Eq.

(l), for a particular experimentwhere 1

$s fixed.

energy of a charged particle entering an

energy-degradingmaterial.

initial energy of a particle emitted from

a nuclear reaction.
~g

neutron beam spectrum differential, ~

(neutrons/eV,at E).

total neutron beam current differential,

=% (neutrons/see,at t).
—

total beam current differentialobtained

in a particular experimentnormalized to A.

and Y. for comparisonwith those of other

experiments.

unit of energy release in a nuclear explo-

sion (kilotons of high explosive equiva-

lent),

neutron flight path (m).

standard neutron flight path, &o z 200 m.

neutron flight path to a designatedtarget

used as a reference on a particular experi-

ment.

laboratory system.

mass,

mass of a particle emitted frcm a nuclear

reaction (atomic weight).

neutron beam spectrum differential,~~

n(t)

N

‘d

N5

Q

R

R(t)

s

S(E)

t

T

v

v(t)

x

Y

‘o

z
a

c

e

P5

‘o

u(E)
g
dfl

v

‘(eL,OC)

n

(neutrons/cm2eV, at E).

neutron beam current differential, =$

(neutrons/cm2see, at t).

molecular density (molecules/cm3).

areal density of detector atoms (atoms/

barn].

areal density (atoms/cm*or 1015 atoms/cm2).

nuclear reaction energy (MeV).

amplj.fierinput impedance (ohms).’

nuclear reaction rate (reactions/see).

total neutron yield from explosion source

(neutrons).

differentialneutron spectrum of explosion

source, ~~ (neutrons/eV,at E).

neutron flight time (vsec).

ratio of transmittedto incidentneutron

beam current (dimensionless).

velocity (m/l&sec).

voltage signal at amplifier input as a

function oft (volts).

path length in stoppingmaterial (cm).

yield of nuclear explosive in kt.

standard yield for comparison of neutron

currents and spectra; Y. =(4/200)3.

atomic number.

ratio of efficienciesof incident and

transmittedbeam current detectors in

transmissionmeasurements (dimensionless).
-15 elJ-atomic stopping cross section (10

cm2/molecul.e).

detector angle with respect to neutron

beam direction.

Total areal density of deposited target

material (e.g., oxide) normsJ.to target

surface (mg/cm2).
2

neutron cross sectfon at 2!200m/see (cm ,

barn).

neutron cross section at energy E.

differentialcross section (cm2/sr or

barns/sr).

azimuthsl angle.

C-to-L conversion factor (dimensionless).

target-detectorsolid angle (steradian).
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NEUTRON FLUX DETERMINATIONIN TIME-OF-FLIGRTCROSS-SECTION

MEASUREMENTSUSIJ?JUNDERGROUNDNUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

by

W. K. Brown, P. A. Seeger, and l.!.G. Silbert

ABSTHACT

Time-of-flightmeasurementsof neutron cross 8ections involve
determinationof the neutron-beamflux by use of various “flux monitors.”
The unique features of the Los Alamos ScientificLaboratory explosion-
source measurements have nece8aitateddevelopmentof special Instruments
and methods for the flux determination for each type of reaction studied.
General measurementtechniques and neutron-beamflux chsracteristic8are
reviewed. Properties of flux monitors for fi.saion,capture, and scat-
tering, and for low neutron energies are discussed,as well as total
cross-sectionmeasurementby transmission. Ccmputer programs for data
reduction are outlined, and the scheme for handling the propagation of
errors is presented.

1. INfRODWTION

The Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory is en-

gaged in the time-of-flightmeasurement of neutron

cross 8ections using underground nuclear-explosion
1

sources. The source generates an extremely fn-

tense neutron pulse. A well-collimatedbesm passes

through targets at the end of a known flight path

(see Fig. 1). Signals from detectorsplaced close

to the targets are directly proportionalto the

cross section of the reaction and to the neutron

flux, which is essentiallythe same through all

targets. Therefore, a convenient intermediatestep

in determiningunknown cross sections is the deter-

mination of the time-dependentneutron flux using

one or more targets of known cross section. It iS

also necessary to predict the flux with reasonable

accuracybefore the experiment in order to preset

recording sensitivitiesto prevent loss or compro-

mise in quality of data because of limitations in

the dynamic range of the recording system.
2

Flux-measurementtechniques in this type of

experimentdiffer in one major aspect from conven-

tional laboratorytechniques. Because only a sin-

gle pulse is available,enough events must be de-

tected in each resolved time interval

quate statisticalaccuracy. The high

preclude use of conventionalcounting

to give ade-

reaction rates

circuitry, and

the data are in the form of current signals whose

levels depend in part on the energy deposited per

particle and on the cross section of the flux monit-

or. Because high signal levels are necessary to

limit the effect of amplifier noise and baseline

uncertainty,the Q-value of the reaction is as im-

portant as tine cross section. This fact weighs

against the use of hydrogen elastic scattering, for

ex~lej as a flux monitor, and supports the use of

fissionabletargets. However, at the lower end of

the scale of available neutron energy (tens of eV),

the large fluctuationsin fission cross sections

make preferable the use of (n,p) and (n,a) reactions

on light nuclei, as consnonlyused in laboratory

measurements. It is advantageousto use a flux

monitoring reaction eimilar to the unknown to be

measured, in order to reduce background and effi-

ciency uncertaintieswhen taking signal ratios.

Beaides precision recording of the signal cur-

rents, absolute flux determinationor cross-section

ratio determinationrequires accurate measurement

i
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Fig. 1. A diagram of the experimentalapparatus
for neutron time-of-flightcross-section
measurements. The nuclear explosion
source is at the “workingpoint” which was
185 m underground for this, the Petrel,
event.

of monitor target thicknesses and target-detector

solid angles. Methods for rneasurhg these quanti-

ties and for calculatingthe energy losses of the

various charged particles are described below.

Processing of the background and flux monitor

signals after data collectionbegins with the digi-

tization of analog signal traces recorded on photo-

graphic film. The digitized data are converted to

signal across the amplifier input in mV vs time of

flight In Wsec by the use of amplitude end time

calibrationsrecorded on the film along with the

data. The background is then subtracted from each

8ignsl, end each is divided by its cross section

and multiplied by appropriategeometrical and kine-

matic factors to obtain the flux. Finally, the

fluxes determined from various signals are combined

by weighted averaging. Random md sytitematic un-

certainties are propagated through each step.

2. DISCUSSION OF METHOD

a. Time-of-FlightPrinciples

For neutrons, the relation between energy, flight

path, and time of flight ia given by

2
E= jjm~= ~ (5226.95 eVysec2m ).

-2
t2

(1)

Typical.flight paths used tn explosion-source meas-

urements are EOO- to 300-m long. Eypl.stinga mod-

erator in the line of sight above (or beside) the

explosion source, as indicated in Fig. 1, an energy

spectrum between 10 eV and several MeV is obtained.

Fission neutrons begin to arrive at the targets

after 10 to 20 wee, and the last neutrons in about

5 msec; this defines the required recording time

span.

‘Thetime resolution in the neutron beam depends

on the O.1-psec burst time, the physicsl size of

the source, and (at lower energies) the source time

of the moderator. The rather complicatedresult of

these combined effects has been discussed else-

where.l’4 All other system componentsare designed

to match the shortest time, 0.1 Vsec, associated

with the source.

To achieve a nominal statisticalaccuracy of ~

in the analog slgnel, it is necessary to plan the

experiment so es to obtain 1000 detected events per

resolved time interval. The first step in planning

for such a level is to obtain advance knowledge of

the approximateneutron spectrum. Calculationsboth

frcm theory end fran previous experimental.results

are d%scusaed in Section 3.

b. Current-SignalPrinciples

The reaction rate, R(t), is the product of the

total neutron beam current, I(t), and the reaction

probability, which for thin targets is the average

target thicknessparallel to the beam, Ns (atome/cm2),

times the nuclear cross section, o(E(t)):

R(t) = Ins. (2)

The quantities denoting beam current, I, and spec-

trum, n, are related by

I(t)dt ~A n(t)dt= A n(E)dE ~I(E)d12, (3).

where A is the collimator orifice area. Above the

orifice, I(E) is independentof the distance from

the source; I(t) for neutrons of fixed energy is

inverselyproportional.to the flight path. The area

Of reacting material on the target foils is normally

made larger than the beem, so that only the target

o

I
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density and the total been current enter into the

calculationof the reaction rate,

Detector.qappropriateto the type of measure-

ment being performed are placed Just outside the

neutron beam, and view the reaction area on the

target foil. For particles that always cause a

pulse when they strike the detector (e.g., charged

particles in a solid-state detector),the detected

particle rate is given by

where

tory,

eL of

angle

%(E, 9L)~,D(t) = I(t)N~~ (4)

the differentialcross section in the labora-

L, coordinate system is evaluated at the angle

the detector, and ~isthe laboratory solid

of the detector, evaluatedby integration

over both the reaction area and the sensitive area

of the detector.
1

If the angular distributionver-

ies markedly wer the angular spread involved, the

integral shouldbe so weighted. The relative solid

angles of all detectors are measured in situ before

each experimentby inserting en alpha source shaped

like the reaction area into each target foil posi-

tion.

If 8C is the center-of-massangle correspond-

ing to OL, Eq. (4) is equally valid in the center-

of-mass system if the detector solid angle is cor-

rected by

d% Sill .9Cdf3Cdq
ul(eL,ec)=

~=sin,d~dq
LL

sin2EJ
= J Cos(ec - eL), (5)

sin2f3
L

where the lest equality is a result of nuclear kin-

emati.cs. Then

D(t) = I(t)Ns~ (E,0C)~CO(f3L,LIC).
%

(6)

For s-wave neutrona, the angular distribution in

the center-of-messsystem is isotropic, da/d~ =

@lT. Combining this with Eqs. (2) and (6),

D
%

s-wave(t)= ‘(t)(~~) ‘(eL>eC) ~ R(t) ~# (7)

where the approximationis for low neutron energies

for which u = 1.

Finally, the voltage signal, V(t), is the prod-

uct of the detector current and the amplifier input

impedance,RW:

qD(@dq(E) R
v(t)= w m

= D(t)Edm(E)R@(h. k3 X 10-8

(E) is the energy deposited
‘here ‘deu -

WC MeV-l), (8)

per particle

and W = 3;62 eV> is the energy required to create

an ion pair in the Si detector. Electronic charge

q = 1.6 X 10-13 PC. The calculationOf EdeP(E) for

different types of measurementswill be considered

in the following sections. Note that uncertainties

in W or q cancel because all measurements are ratios

of two signalti.

A second criterion can nowbe applied to the

signal, in addition to the requirement on D(t) for

adequate statistical accuracy. The signal must be

large enough that.it is not signifi.cantl.yaffected

by stray currents induced after the detonation of

the nuclear explosive. The amplifiers used have

lin-log gain characteristicscapable of accepting

input signals varying over several decades of dynam-

ic range. Experience has shovm that we cannot

achieve ~ accuracy for V(t) of less than 0.5 mV

using “high-gain”amplifiers or for V(t) of less

than 3 mV uairg “low-gain”amplifiers.l

3. -NEUl?RON-FLUXCHARACTERISTICS

a. Prediction from Theory

The total number of neutrons produced by a nu-

clear explosive can be estimated from its energy

yield. Given the yield in kilotons, using the

standard conversion factors (1 lb TNT = 2 x 1013

235U fission = 2Q0 MeV), and estimatingergs and 1

that of the 2.5 neutrons produced per fission 1.1

are consumed in producing the next generation, we

calculate that a yield of about 3 kt is required to

produce 1 mole of neutrons, more or less, depending

on the neutron absorption in materiels surrounding

the nuclear explosive.

The shape of the neutron spectrum can be esti-
5

mated from the fission spectrum. The source is

surroundedby hot (--1 keV) hydrogenousmaterial

(high explosive)at the time of neutron emission.4

If a moderator is used, the typicel l/E slowlng-down

spectrum and Maxwel.1.ian“thermal” distribution of

the heated, shocked, end moving moderator material

are also present. If there is no moderator (as in

the 196h Parrot event),

S(E), can be normalized

s, w

the typical source spectrum,

to the total neutron yield,

3



S = .f- S(E) dE,
o

(9)

end the observed neutron current will be S(E) re-

duced in magnitude by the fractionalsolid angle

subtendedby the collimatororifice.

When e moderator (usuallypolyethylene,some-

what protected from gamma heating by a lead sheath)

is placed between the source and the col.1.imator,

sane of the fast neutrons are remuved from the beam.

Of those removed, sane leak frcsnthe moderator while

slowing down, scsneare thermalized,and some are

captured. Because neutrons leak from the moderator

in all directions,the leakage must be considereda

second source, typically separated from the source

of fission neutrons by 1/2 m. The moderator is

heated initia3.3.yby gammas and neutrons to about

10 eV, and is compressed,heated, and accelerated

by a strong shock after about 4 psec. At that time,

most of the neutrons are boiled and squeezed out of

the moderator in a sharp-risingpulse having an ex-

ponential tail with a 1- to 2-psec time constant.

The bulk motion of the moderator up the flight path

sets a lower limit on the neutron velocity.

The nuclear e~losive may be placed out of the

llne of sight to prevent the high-intensitygansna

flash from reaching the targets. This geometry

eliminatesthe possibilityof seeing fast neutrons

direct frcm the device; the moderator is the sole

source of neutrons, In this case, it is even more

difficult to predict the spectrum; a Monte Carlo-

type calculation is required.

b. Shot-to-ShotComparison

Because of the difficultiesand uncertainties

in calculatingthe beam spectrum, iln-therconfi-

dence can be obtainedby intercomparisonof the

spectra obtained in previous experiments. This

process is facilitatedby adopting a sts@e.rd ref-

erence flight path, collimator orifice, and explo-

sive yield.

The beam current, I(E), is related to the

source epectrumby the solid-angleratio of the

collimatororifice:

1(E) =& S(E).
%42

(lo)

A major factor affecting the current magnitude is

the fact that if a higher yield detice is used, it

must be burled deeper to prevent escape of radioac-

tive debris. In 8UCh experiments,in which a rela-

tively large vacuum pipe extends to the surface,

the depth-tc-yieldrelationshiphas been approxl-

nately

(11)

where Y. approximatesthe actual yield and can be

considered a nominal yield in kilotons defined by

this relation. Because the number of neutrons pro-

duced is proportionalto the yield, and yield is

related to flight path by Eq. (Ii), the beam current

per unit time is

~ #2
I(t) = I(E)~l=& ~= AE

3/2.
(12)

Thus, the beam current, I(t)/A, plotted vs E should

be directly comparable from shot to shot, and the

signal level at w energy from the same target

should slso be the same, unless the type or arrange-

ment of the nuclear explosive or moderator is

changed. Includingvariation of the orifice area

end deviations of the actual.yield from YO(J?),the

properly normalized quantity for comparison is

-1
I’(t) = )I(t) (~~ , (13)

where the collimatororifice has been normalized to

A. ~ 3 cm2 to retain the units of current. Table I

lhts the pertinent quantities (where available)

for four events. The beam currents for these events,

normalizedto aid in prediction of neutron currents

in future

~

events, are plotted In Fig. 2.

TA81ZI

SHIXCNA8ACTSRISTICSFORFLI.WCOMXll180N

Parrot Dec.lm 181.3 1.04 1.2 1.02 0.41 1.07
Petrel June1955 181.3 2.8> 1.2 1.02 1.12 1.07

Perslamcm Feb.lXT 300.6 2.97 X. A. b.66

PmMrd )@Ch@8 sIJ4.62.97 1.3 1.69 0.76 0.83

AO=3=2,10=2338, ro= (Y&)’.

one

To predict a current for a future experiment,

uses

(A)I(t)predieted= ~~ I’(t)past.
o ‘o

(14)

Such a prediction must be used with caution, par-

ticularly If any fundamental change 3.smade i.nthe

nuclear explosive or moderator or in their arrange-

4
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Fig. 2. Total neutron current vs neutron energy.

ment and location with respect to the line of sight,

If changes are not too drastic, and nothing unfore-

seen occurs, it should be possible to predict the

beam current in a future event to within a factor

of two or three over at least part of the energy

range.

Plots of neutron current such as those in Fig.

2, although .in’themost useful form for prediction

of reaction rates, do not offer a basis of compari-

son to those familiar with various accelerator neu-

tron sources, (Cz,n) sources, or nuclear reactors.

Moreover, the I’(t) vs E plot is not esthetically

pleasing because it involves a time-varyingquenti-

ty plotted vs energy, and is certainly not directly

integrable in any sense. For these reasons, Fig. 3

has been included to display plots of E “ n(E) vs E.

This figure shows the actual (unnormalized)spectra

obtained in the various events. Inspectionof the

foregoing equations reveals that if one wished to

normalize the energy-dependentflux in the sense

given above, the proper plots

be

,06

for comparison

n(E)$- H-’ or E . n(E) (~~)-” vs
00

would

E,

where l., en arbitrarily chosen flight path of typ-

ical 200-m length, has been introduced for conven-

ience in retaining the spectrum units. The normal-

ization factor has been included in Table I.

Graphical display of flux in the E n(E) or

E I(E) form is convenient for several reeaons. If

the cross section of the target nucleus (or the

target/detectorcombination)exhibits l/v behavior

and the cross section o
0

at v = 2200 m/see is known,

then

2200u(E) = Uoy= 0.0022 O.;.

Because

I(t)= I(E) ~= 2: I(E),

(15)

( 16)

the reaction rate from Eq. (2) is proportional.to

5
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Fig. 3. Comparison of neutron spectra from the Parrot, Petrel, Persimmon, and Pommard
is in units of neutrons/eV-cm2multiplied by the neutron energy in eV.

E I(E):

0.0022 cfo
R(t) = 2E I(E) N8~. (17)

Purther, if I(E) = l/E, as in the moderator slowing-

down spectrum,then E I(E) and, hence, R(t) are con-

stant in this energy range--an optimum result as is

discussedbelow. ‘lima,”a l/E spectrum appears as a

horizontal line on this t~e of plot and gives rise

to a constant signal in the l/v case. The E I(E)

form obviates the need for plotting over many dec-

ades for this type of spectrum (as in the I(E) case)

and therefore displays greater detail. “Thistype of

plot has become standard among health physicists and

reactor physicists, who wi12 recognizethe ordinate

units as being neutrons per unit “lethargy,” i.e.,

per natural logarithmic energy decrement. Note that

when flux is plotted vs log E, the unit energy

changes in length along the abscissa,whereas the

logarithmic energy decrement does not.

6
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events. The ordinate

c. Optimum Spectrum Shape

For the purposes of this method of neutron

cross-sectionmeasurement, en optimum spe,ctrum(be-

sides being generally intense) is that which results

in the least dynamic range of the time-dependent

analog signal, which is proportional to I(t)a. The

recording system capability is 5 decades with de-

creasing accuracy in the lowest (linear)portion.

Fluctuation in fission cross sections, for example,

can reach 3 decades in the resonance region, EO it

is clearly desirable to hold the variation of I(t)

across this range to less than 2 decades.

If the cross section to be measured were con-

stant (approximatelytrue for scattering cross sec-

tions, and for nonthresholdfission cross sections

0.1 <E <6 MeV), a constant I(t) would be ideal.

On the other hand, if the cross section varies as

l/v (the low-energy flux monitors 3He(n,p)3H,
5
Li(n,t)4He, 10B(n,0)7Li,or a scattering cross

.

.
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section where the detector is l/v), then Eq. (17)

shows that a constant E I(E) would serve the pur-

pose.

We conclude that for the recording problem

alone, the following current spectrum, expressed in

terms of the various representations,wmuld be op-

timuml.

Spectrum
Representation 10 eV <E <0.1 MeV 0.1 <E <5 MeV

I(t) l/t Conat

I(E) l/E 11E3/2

E I(E) const l/Jl

k’igurea2 and 3 show that the functional vari-

ation for E <0.1 MeV is @proximately correct be-

cause of the l/E slowing-downspectrum produced by

the moderator. Above 0.1 MeV, the actusl fluxes

are larger than this optimum.

4. FISSION FLUX MONITORS

The most suitable flux monitor for fission

cross-sectionmeasurements is one employing a well-

known fission reaction. Because considerable effort

has been put forth to obtain high precision cross-

Section values for 235U(n,f),7-9 this reaction is

an obvious choice. The use of a reaction similar

to that being investigatedhas clear advantages in

reduction of systematic errors.

In any case, backgrounds present at early

times make it imperativethat signals be large at

high energies. The background is measured by allow-

ing the neutron beam to pass through a blank foil

backing, using identical geometry and detectors,

and the early-time flux monitor signals must be

sufficientlylarger than the background so that the

subtractiondoes not result in unacceptableuncer-

tainties. Use of the fission reaction, which typ-

ically yields --85 MeV per fragment,10 is a conven-

ient way to generate high signal levels.

Below a few keV, fluctuationsin the 235U(n,f)

cross section compromise its use as a flux mcmitor.
235u(n,f) sign81s cmNevertheless,the low-energy

be used together with a flux generated from the

light-nuclei (n,p) and (n,a) reactions to derive

the 235U(n,f) cross section, which can be integrated

over standard energy intervals and cmnpared to data

of other experimentersto furnish a check on the

low-energy flux.

The fission-fragmentenergy observed es cur-

rent from the silicon detectors is less then the

fragment kinetic energy released in fission because

of three factors: (1) energy loss in the fissile

deposit, (2) energy 10S8 in the detector front dead

layer, and (3) incomplete conversion of fragment

energy i.rrtoobservable electron-holepairs in the

silicon, termed fragment energy defect. The com-

bined result of these factors has been measured3 in

a thermal neutron beam using the same 235U oxide

foil as one of the underground experiments,and five

of the same detectors, with window thicknesses from

0.9 to 3.1 pm. Using the empirical relation of

Viola and Seaborg
10

for the initial kinetic energy,

and using a nominal value of 12.4 MeV for average

energy loss emerging at k5° through half the thick-

ness of a 1 n!g/cm2-densefoil, gives (in MeV)

E (
z’

dep = )o.~064-p+ 23.2 /2

- 12.l(ps - )0.585 mg/cm2 - 17.1- 8.3 d,

22
= 0.0532~ + 1.8 -12.4 P6 -8.3 d, (18)

where A is the compound nucleus mass, ps the sur-

face density of the target (oxide) in mg/cm2, and d

the detector window thickness in pm. Uncertainties

in this e~ression result from standard deviations

of these measurements of E
dep’ Ps, and d, and the

errors of extrapolationaway from 235U and away from

PS = 0.5B5 mg/cm2. Tsking a 1~ uncertainty in the

coefficientof Z2/A1/3, 3@ in the estimate of dE/dx,

~ O.~PIII in d, and~ 0.6 MeV inEdep from the the-

measurements,we get

[( ~2

)~‘6Edep)2= 0“005 ~-1370 ‘(12”46PS)2

+ [3.7(ps.- o.586)~ + (0.83)2

+ (0.5)2 (1.92+ 0.81 d+ 0.38 d2). (19)

Thus, the observed average kinetic energy per freg-
235U foil in a l-Pm ~ndow

ment from the standard

detector is 59.0 f 1.3 MeV. For neutron bombarding

energies of interest, the kinetic energy of fission

fragments is independentof excitation energy, so

the quantity Edep(E) inEq. (8) is a constant; re-

call, however, that there are twu fragments of en-

ergy E
dep per fission event.

5. MONITORS FOR IAW-ENERGY NEUTRONS

Below 1 to 10 keV, light nuclei are more suit-

able for flux monitors because their cross sections

-...
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are smoother than fission cross sections. ReI.a-

tivel,vlow signal levels are acceptablebecause

backgrounds nre negligible. Desirable attributes

of the flux monitor include a large, swoth, WCll-

known reaction cross section, a high reaction ener-

~, and small energy loss for the detected parti-

cles. The last quantity depends on the physical

end chemical ~orm of the foil. Three familiar can-

didates .$mnedintelypresent themselves:3He(n,p)3H,

5Li(n.t) He, nnd 1011(n,a)7Li.Advantagesand dis-

advantagesof each are discussedbelow.

As each of these reactions involves the detec-

tion of a relative~v low-energy charged particle,

careful attentionmust be paid to the energy losses

of charged particles in matter. The stopping cross
nsection, c, in eV-cm2/moleculecan be expressed as

~dE
C(EC) = - ~-&= a(~n Ec + b)/Ec (20)

where for protons end for atomic number Z the con-

stant a is 0.23~ Z x 10
-15

MeV-eV-cm2/atom,and b

is about 5 - in Z if E, the particle energy, is in

MeV. For molecular foils or for very low particle

energies,this expession has no physical meaning,

but values of a and b can be found to fit experi-

mental datal’ over the ranges of intereat.

The foils used are thick enough that c varies

considerablyover the thicknessN = Nx. Expandinfj
s

the particle energy in powers of Ns,

dEc

b)

z d%c
Ec(Ns)= ECO+ Ns

()+$%2 ‘“”””
s I%co s E&

CL%c dEc
.—— .

—=-q=dljp &cdl?s C% . (21)

DifferentiatingEq. (20), the average energy loss

in ha.llthe thickness (atoms/cm*)is

l%is approxhnationhea been compared to a celcul.a-

tion by D. W. Watkins Of this Laboratory, in which

the foil was divided into a large number of zones

and the average emerging energy was found by con-

sidering the particlea that originated in each zone

and pasaed sequentisll.vthrough other zonen to the

aurfece. The approximationwas adequate for the

foil thicknessesueed. An error of 1~ of the cal-

culated dEc is assigned to the result; because AEc

variea with the incident neutron energy, it ia in-

cluded with the statistical,rather then the Sys-

tematic, errors. Relevant values of a and b are

discussedbelow end listed in Table II.

The quantity Edep(E) for Eq. (8) is found by

SOlv@ the nuclear kinematics for the initial en-

ergy, E , of the detected particle of mass M :
3 3

I(~E)l/2 [

A+l-
E3(E) = 5Q

A+l
C08 eL + —

A+l

+A~E+= H/2 2
Cos% (23)

(A+1)2 L “

Equations (20) and (22) are evaluated at E3, end

Edep(E)= E3(E) - AEC(E3). (24)

a. The %e(n,p) 3H Reaction

The large thermal cross section, 53W ~ 10

Im.rna,is known to vexy as l/v up to 11 eV,12 *d

although there are no published measurements of en-

ergies between this and 5 keV, a good theoretical

13 gives confidencetoextrapolationof the tits

within a few per cent. The Q-value ia 0.76k MeV.

The stopping-powerparameters a andb given in Table

II are from Ref. Il.

A 3He gas target was used as a flux monitor in

the Persimmon event. The atcmic density was found

by measurement of temperature and pressure, end the

chamber wee arranged with the detectors within the

13SS’4at ~“ to the beam; tritona do not contribute

to the signal.for E $Q. The energy 10SS in the

gas for this experiment is shown in Table II; note

that the thiCkneS8 Ax is the total gas between the

center of the active area and the detector. The

active e.reeldensity was 9.13 x 1018 atcfns/cm2. The

additional energy loss in a l-pm silicon detector

window is also shown in Table II. Because the pro-

ton velocity is too low for use of the tme Bethe-

Bloch expression in silicon, the parameters were

fittedby least squares to data in the energy range

of interest.

There WEZ a background for E >2 keV in the

Persimmon event which did not appear in the accom-

panyir~ ‘He monitor. As this was probably due to the

gensnaflash at t = O, positioning of the source out

of the line of dght may help. The geometry used

included a ring of detectors around the beam; to

first order this corrects for any beam asymmetry.

The resulting geometry, however, thus differs from

8
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Material—.
3He
5
Li

bLiF

10B

Si

_Q!&-
0.764

4.786

4.786- ——

2.344

--

TABLE II

QUANTITIES USED IN CAILWLATIONOF Edep

Initial E=
for E=O a

(MeV) (10’15 MeV-eV-cm2~ &Q

ED = 0.573 c1.479

‘t
= 2.735

1
10.8

%. 2.051

Et = 2.735

%= 2.0511
35.4—.

Ea= 0.6 Et 44.8

Ea =1.4 53.5

that of most other targets, making comparison

slightly more uncertain.

b.
6
Li(n,t)4He and 6Li(n,CY)3H

Either the triton or the a may be detected from

a reaction. The thermal cross section is 940.3 ?

l.fIbarns,
15

and u u l/v (with increasinguncertain-

ties) to a few keV.16 The Q-value is 4.785 MeV.

Table II includes stopping-powerparameters for both

lithium metal and Ml?; the latter, as a vacuum evap-

orated foil, has been our principal low-energy flux
6

monitor. Note that if it were feasible to use Li

metal, three times as much lithium could be used

with the same energy loss.

Detection of both the triton and the alpha

complicatesthe energy loss calculations. First,

energies of the reaction products emitted at 15,

55, and 9Q0 were cdcfiated for bombarding energies

from O to 10 MeV. It was found that the average of

the a and the t was given to within O.% by a sin-

gle kinematic calculationassuming an emitted par-

ticle of mass 3-1/2. To find the stopping power

for this imaginaryparticle, the average of Ca(Ea)

and Ct(Et) was plotted vs Eav = (Ea + Et)/2 for all

of the above bombarding conditions. ‘Theplot was

extended to slightly lower values of ~ assuming that

% = 0.75 Et (as for zero bombarding energy), and

then the parameters a and b were fitted by least

squares to the averaged data. The resulting energy-

10SS calculationsagree to within l% with the aver-

age of ~!eparatecalculationsfor a and t.

The same procedure was carried out for the

silicon detector window, using Ea = 0.6 Et (as ia

the case when the particles leave a typical.Li.F

3.99

1.276

— 1.187

1.391

2.850

0.751

1.094

26.5 0.080 0.427

25.0 0.2kg 1.977
x2

8.0 0.251 1.975
x2’

6.0 0.184 1.010

5.2 0.056 --

5.2 0.167 --

5.2 0.293 --

foil), and consideringthe energy range of Eav from

1.3 to 2.4 MeV, for which Ca and et could be derived

from data in Ref. 11. The resulting stopping powers

are nearly identical to those of LiF, and we have

customarilyadded the silicon stuns to the LiF and

made a single calculation. These calculationswere

checked by bombarding a LiF foil with reactor neu-

trons end measuring pulse heights in silicon detec-

tors. The calculated average energy loss was within

the experimentaluncertainties.

The thicknessesgiven in Table II are half

those of typical targets and represent the average

amount of material traversed by escaping particles.

Note that for 6Li the typical E
dep

values are for

either of the two particles, and should be doubled

to give the total detectable energy per reaction.
c. 10B(n,ao)7Li and 10B(n,a1)7Li*

The reaction proceeds principally to the first

excited statep the ground-statebranch being only

6.3$ for thermal neutrons17 and remaining constant

up to w keV?8 The average Q-value has been taken

tobe 0.063(2.792)+ 0.937(2.314)= 2.344 MeV. If

necessary,the effect of the variation of branching

ratio abwe 30 keV, which produces a slight increase

in ~, can be simulated to first order by a variation

in the assumed cross section,because the signal

strength depends on the product of o and Edep”
The

2~0-m/sec cross section (ao+ al) is 3835 * 7

barns,19 end the variation ia within about 4$ of l/v

up to and above 100 keV.18’a Stopping-powerparam-
21

eters were fitted to data on proton energy losses

adjusted for the -particle mass and charge.11 The

thickness used in the example is half that of a

9



2Q0-Vg/cm2 foil. Parametershave also been fitted

to silicon data in the appropriateenergy range.

This monitor has the advantage that the foil

is vacuum-deposited10B metal 22
. It is therefore

physically and chemically stable, and there is no

danger of leakage, as in the case of %e, Or flak-

ing, as with 5LiF. It should be possible, with

care, to use a foil for years.

d. C 3 6Li ad 10Bomparison of He,

The three flux monitors should be compared on

the basis of the criteria discussed earlier--the

relative detected event rate per resolved time in-

terval (statistics),and the energy deposition rate

(signal level). Because each event produces only a

very small signal.,satisfactionof the latter cri-

terion ensures satisfactionof the former. For a

given neutron energy, E, the signal level is pro-

portional to

OS u(E)fi Edep(PS>E>Q).

The quantity u(E) &is a constant for each reac-

tion over the l/v range of its cross section. Note

that E~ep iS a function of foil density ps ss well

as of E and Q. A curious fact is that for these

three reactions,the product a E~ dep is nearly the

same; for the values of Ns used in Table 11, it dif-
6fers by ~ between Li and 10B, and slightly more

between these and 3He. This holds until the foil

thickness approaches the range of the primary ener-

gy-carryingparticle as is ShOhTI in Fig. k.
6One might conclude from Fig. 4 that LiF or 6Li

metal foils hold a distinct advantage. ThiS wail.d

be true except that foils of 6LiF csnnot easily be

made appreciablythicker then 0.01 x 1021 molecules/

cm2, and that 6Li metal foils present many practical

difficultles.
6
LiF foils of essentiallyinfinite

thickness can be made if some internal structural

support is provided. The response is more complex

than that of a thin, pure target, but such foils

may be used to advantage in transmissionmeexure-

ments (see Section 8).

At present, we feel that the reactions

3He(n,p)%, 6Li(n,t)4He,and 10B(n,a)7Lihave rough-

ly equal merits for use as flux monitors at low neu-

tron energies. This may no longer be true if the

background generated by the gamma flash can be re-

duced,
14

or if the monitors are used at higher neu-

tron energies where the aogular distributionsof

the emitted particles become an important factor.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of alternativematerials for flux measurement at low neutron energies, in terms of rel-
ative signal level vs areel density of the target material.
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6. SCATTERINGFLUX MONITORS

Although the flux determinedby fission and

light-element (n,p) and (n,cl) reactions might be

used for scattering reactions, the use of a known

scatteringreaction for the flux monitor hu the

advantage of canceling uncertaintiesin Edep(E) end

background by the use of identical detectors for

the monitor and the unknown signal. The quantity

Edep(E), average detected energy per scattered neu-

tron, is a complicated function of energy includ-

ing cross section and kinematics of the reaction

used to convert the scattered neutron to a detec-

table charged particle sad the energy loss of that

particle before detection. Clearly, a thicker tar-

get must be used, and the scattered-neutrondetec-

tor must have a relatively high efficiency because

of the low signal levels obtainable per detected

event. In principle, the same reactions used for

direct flux measurement can also be used to detect

scattered neutrona, and the discussions of Sections

~ ~d5 are applicable.

a. Scattered-Neutron Detectors

A high-pressure3He gas scintillation detec-

t0r23 has been successfullyused for measurement of

scatteringcross sections. Operating at 240 atm,

the detector has high neutron efficiency and low

sensitivityto gamma radiation. Another form of

detectorusing 3He, which will be used in the next

experiment,has a stack of 10 silicon detectors in

a vessel filled with 3He at about 25 atm, at which

pressure the range of the emitted proton is equal

to the distance between detectors. The character-

istics of thts type of detector arrangementhave

been studied elsewhere,
24,~

end look promising for

this application.

Another possibility involves placing
235

U foils

between the silicon detectors in the stack. Since

the 235U cross section iS fe.rfrm’ smooth, a block

of polyethylene (1 cm thick) would be placed in

front of the detector to spread the energies of the

incident neutrona. Unfortunately,the polyethylene

also prevents a large fraction of the neutrons from

reaching the detector, so that the signal level

would be no larger than the 3He signal.

, The above detectors are sensitiveto fission

neutrons as well as scatteredneutrons. To measure

scatteringTran a fissile target, a second detector

stack with CH4 gas could be used to measure the

fission neutrons for subtraction from the signal

from a similar stack in 3tie. This subtraction will

also correct for 7-ray background. Because the two

signals wIIL be nearly equal, it would be advanta-

geous to balance the detector responses very care-

fuJ& end subtract the analog signals before record-

ing.

b. Monitor Target

‘9Bi(n,n) reaction offers several advan-The

tages as a flux monitor for scatteringcross-section

measurement. Naturel bismuth is monoisotopic and

has a constant, relatively large, well-known cross

section. The capture cross section is small. A

large scatteringresonance at 800 keV will verify

the energy scale and the resolution of the system.

The thickness of the Bi can be determinedby weigh-

ing. Lead is a possible alternativeto bismuth, al-

though its capture cross section is slightly larger.

7. CAFTURE FLUX MONITOR

On all experimentsto date, the flux determined

by fission and light-nucleimonitors has been used

for the capture cross-sectionmeasurementsas well.

This has not been adequate because systematic errors

are introducedby the use of gamma detectors with

characteristicsdiffering from the flux detectors.

The situation is expected to be improved on the next

shot by using identical detectors to measure flux at

severe-l.points in the spectrum by observing known

resonances in a monitor target.

The idesl detector for capture measurements in

these experimentswould have a high efficiency inde-

pendent of the incident photon energy; its response

would thus be independentof the cascade following

capture in any particular isotope. The detector used

is of the Moxon-Rae type,
25

with Bi O added to the
23 27

graphite converter to flatten the energy response,
28

and with a solid-statedetector, replacing the

photomultiplierof the original design. This design

is expected t,ohave a constant response per McV of

incident gamna energy for photons between 1 and 8 MeV.

Calculation of the efficiencyof this detector

to better than about *2@ is difficult.3 An effi-

ciency measurement will.be attempted in our next ex-

29 the neutron beam will be passed throughperiment:

~O,d and 238lJfoils mounted inside a rapidly ro-

tating drum. The tangentialvelocity of the foil

will be sufficientto resolve capture resonances

between h and 330 eV, so that each of the activated

11



resonance areas may be cut out (in the manner of

the Los Alemos “wheel” experiments),
30

and the ac-

tivity of each determinedby standard counting

methods. From the residual l*Au end 239Np &a~-

tlvities, the total number of captures that occurred

in each resonance will be determined. Multiplying

the number of captures in each resonanceby the

ganssaenergy and by the calculatedgeometric solid

angle of the convertergives the total energy that

struck the converter. Signals from Moxon-Rae detec-

tors viewing the reaction area on the foil will be

recorded in the normal fashion,giving the total

converted electron energy deposited in the detec-

tors. The efficiency,e, is simply the ratio of

the observed electron energy to the calculated7-

energy, end the quantity Edep(E) tobe used inEq.

(8) iS

)Edep(E)= (Q+~Ee. (25)

This efficiencymeasurementwill permit use of

a (stationary)gold foil as a capture flux monitor

as long as the design of the Moxon-Rae detectors is

not altered.

8. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONBY FLUX MEASUREMENT

Total cross sections can be measuredly com-

paring flux measurementsmade simultaneouslyon both

sides of a sample in the neutron beam. Suppose that

Ii(t) and 12(t) are s<gnels from two essenticdd..y

identical flux monitors and that a is the relatlve

normalizationfactor of the two monitor detectors.

Then

-NsuT(E)
a 12(t) = Ii(t) e > (26)

and we may write for the transmission ratio, T,

a 12
T = exp(-NsaT) (=—=al-

5
p), (27)

1

(23)

To determine the precision with which such a

cross section can be measured, consider first the

case in which the signals Ii(t) and 12(t) are re-

corded separately. The nominal.uncertainty of aay

signal recorded within the logarithmic region of

the amplifier characteristic,including comparison

to the calibrationsignal, is f~, and we may assume

that a can be measured to *$. If the two foils

are similar thicknesses of the same material, un-

certainties in monitor cross section and E
dep(E)

cancel; if, further, the uncertaintiesin background

aubtracttonare negligible,the result is

6T/T= [(%)2+ (W)2+ (%)2?/2= i5%
.,

for any value ofT large enough to keep 12(t) with-

In the log region. By differentiatingEq. (2@),

(29)

so that for high transmissionthe resulting uncer-

tainty in aT is great. To keep the recording un-

certaintybelow 1~, the transmissionmust be less

than 55% or NsoT must be greater than 0.%.

The final equality in Eq.’(~) indicates the

possibility of recording the difference signal,

11 - 12’
rather than 12 itself. Several new diffi-

culties arise. (1) The time differencebetween the

two signals becases significantat moderate to low

energies,being k psec for 50-eV neutrons if the

two detectors are separatedby 0.4 m. 12) Because

11 W12, the difference signal is not usually in the

log region of the amplifier unless a is appreciably

greater than 1. (3) The recorded signel, although

small, will have statisticalfluctuationscorre-

sponding to the sum of 11 and 12; this may cause

broadening of the line recorded on the film. If we

limit discussion to energies above 100 eV, take

CY21.03, md assume smoothing of - 2 l@ec on the

amplifier inputs, we can calculate the best obtain-

able recordingprecision by propagation of errors

inEq. (~).

6T/T= [(4)2+ (~- 1)2/-( 4%)~+ (4%)9’2,

where ti/a has been taken to be i~ and each record-

ing is assumed good to f%. Applying Eq. (29), we

find the range of transmissionvalues over which

ha/a ~ 10% to be 0.35 <T <0.75, correspondingto

0.3 S NsaT S 1.0.

It appears that some advantage may be gained

by use of 6LiF foils that are effectively infinite~v

thick. The tendency of LiF targets of this thick-

ness to crack and flake necessitates some type of

internal structurti support. Larry D. Allen of

this Laboratory has achieved some success in making

targets in the 6- to 7-mg/CIn2LiF range by using

backing foils etched in a crosshatchpattern to

provide the needed support.

These foils yield signal currents about five

times as high en the thin (0.~mg/cm2 LiF) foils

.

b

Y
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noms.11.vemployed. lf the foils are thicker than

the range of the particlefi,the signal dot?anot de-

pend on the thickness. However, estimationof the

average energy loss per micrometer of the 6ilicon

detector window is very complicatedbecause parti-

cles of sll energies from zero to maximum are pres-

ent. Therefore it is probably not feasible to make

an absolute flux determinationfran a thick foil.

A difference signal, on the other hand, can be

measured if the two detectors are carefully select-

ed to have ident%csl windows.

g. DATA REDIETION

The computerprograms for data reductionare

describedgenerally in Ref. 3. Once the data re-

cordings have been digitized and convertedto the

signal.(mV) vs time (Psec) form, the SIGER (SIG~

and ERror) program may be used to find the flux by

any of the methods given in Sections k through 8.

The basic ilmctions of SIGER are to convert the

time to energy by Eq. (l), to average signal read-

ings within time channels of a specifiedwidth, to

subtract a background and divide by a reference

(e.g., cross section) interpolatedat the appropri-

ate energy, to normalize, and to estimate statisti-

cal errors and propagate them through all opera-

tions. The experimenterselects program OPtiOnS by

the values of constants end the background and ref-

erence functionsthat he supplies.

Combining Eqs. (6) and (8) and solving for

I(t),

V(t)/(~NsR_
-8x 4.43 x 10 pC-MeV-l)

I(t) = . (30)
Edep(@ de@& (E,ec)

Expressing the background subtractionexplicitly

and using in part the notation of SIGER,

V(t)/EFF -
I(t) = ~

BKG(E)/EFBKG
E)+Wfi2A~F(E)/EFREF’

(31)
dep(

where 0MlKh4= 0(8L,f3C);the relative efficiencies

EFF, KFBKG, and EFREF, as given, include the numer-

ical and geometric factors inEq. (30); and BKG(E)

and REF(E) are tabulated functions with correspond-

ing relative errors also tabulated..
Functions BKG

and REF are usually either constants> known cross

sections, or signals previously processed by SIGliR.
) N~te that the output, I(t), is tabulated vs E

er than t. The calculated standard deviation

I(t) iS

rath-

in

61

[(

6V/EFF)2+ (6 BKG/EFBKG—..
r.

)2+ (>f

(V/RFF - BKG/EFBKG)2 dep

(REF)
+ bREF 2+ ~coM)2

h

/2
.— J ( 32)

where 6V is the quadratic sum of the calibration

error (uncertaintyin readings of the data and cal-

ibrations,provided as input to the program) and

the statisticalerror calculated se the larger of

the statistics on the counting rate and the rms

deviation of the readings within the time channel,

and CORR is the correlated or systematic error, in-

cluding standard deviations of ~~ Ns~ ~d R
w“

Taking arbitrary standard values of 0.2816 sr

for ~ end 51.1 ohms for R-, the usual definition

used for EFREF is

%r/(NB x fragmentsper event)
EFREF = - V-psec

0.2816 X 51.17 x 4.43x10-8 NC/MeV

. - 19710/fregm MeV-bents .

Ns(fi015 at~/cm2) mV-fsec

The relative signal efficiency,EFF, is then

( 33)

(34)

where the tistance 1 is the flight path to an
ref

arbitrary reference target position, and the ratio

Aref/A is included to correct for the difference in

the time-energy conversionbetween this position

sod the signal, V(t), position. The BKG signal is

generally already normalizedto the standard detec-

tor solid angle by Eq. (34); w Wher no=liza-

tion required is included in EFBKG. When the V(t)

of a background signal is run to obtain the BKG

function, BKG is set to zero and REF to unity; C@R

should include the uncetiainty in the values of

EFBKG to be used in subsequent signal.analyses.

The several types of flux measurements will

now be discussed individually.

a. Fission

The average energy per fragment, Edep (called

ERM? in SIGER), mav be entered directly, in which

case its uncertaintyis included in CORR, or is

calculated from Eq. (18) if Z, A,Dsp and d me given.

In the latter case, the uncertainty is calculated

Crom ~:q. (19) assumin~ that 5Ps/Ps = ~; if the

uncertainty in PS is significantlydifferent from

this, the difference can be included in CORR. Note

that 0s (mg/cm2) is the total density of the foil



deposit, normal to its backing, while the Ns used

in Eq. (’3) is the number density (x lo15 atoms/cm2)

of nuclei of the target isotope along the beam di-

rection, so that Es must inclu%e a factor & if

the target is inclined 45° to the beam.

The REF function is a tabulation of measured

cross section, uf(E), or, if the angular distribu-

tion is important, is % *(ec).
c

b. Low Ener~

The use of SIGER is identical to the fission

case except that the program parameter THICK (or

THICK2) must be specified so that Edin(E) wi.ll.be

calculatedly Eqs. (2o) to (24). Values of Q, A,

9L’ a, b, and Ns/2 must be supplied (see Table II).

If themsss of the detected particle is not (A+l)/2,

or if stopping-powerparameters a, b, and Ns are

required for a second material (i.e., the silicon

detector window), then TH1CK2 is specified and the

required values are read from another card. (The

second card is needed for all materials except

LiF.) N~te that Ns/2 includes a factor ~ for

the 45° inclination of the target to the direction

of the detected particles. The MS used here is the

value used in &q. (33) divided by the isotopicpu-

rity of the sample to give the total molecular

density.

c. Scattering

As stated in Section 6, determinationof flux

by scattering is complicatedby the energy depend-

ence of the detector efficiency,but it is not nec-

essary to know the actual flux to make a cross-sec-

tion measurement. Setting EBAR =1 and REF(E) =

monitor cross section causes analysis of the moni-

tor signal by SIGER to produce the function to be

used as REF(E) in reducing the unknown signals,

which would also be run with ERAH ~ 1.

It is also possible to remove the energy de-

pendence of the detector cross section and detected

particle energy approximately. Specify THICK so

that kinematics will be calculated; with Q = O,

elastic scattering will be assumed. If a vslue of

STHERM, the 2200-m/sec cross section of the detec.

tor (e.g., 3He), is given, the signal.is divided

by the l/v cross section at the energy of the scat-

tered neutron. The charged-particleenergy is ap-

proximated from Eq. (23) with M3 = 1, CIL-150, md

A=3:

Edep(E3) =~+0.517E3 +\&E3(Qt0.744E3) - AE1-AE2,

(35)
where Q of the detecting reaction is given to the

program as ESAR, E3 is the scattered-neutronenergy,

and energy losses in one or two materials nay be cal-

culated as in b above. Because errors cancel when

ratios are taken, no uncertainty is calculated for

Eq. (35). EFREY must include the density, Nd, of

detector nuclei and the solid angle ratio, %/%, for

detectingparticles:

EFREF = 39420 MeV-b2
—. (%’)

Ns(x1015 atoms/cm2)Nd(atoms/b)‘V-fsec

The resulting sfgn~ is a neutron current, more or

less directly comparableto determinationsby other

methods. It may be used as REF(E) in reduction of

unknown signals if THICK, Q = O, STHERM, ERAR =

Qdetector, and EFREF are similarly specified.

d. Capture

To calculate kinematicsby Eq. (25), the emitted

particle mass M3 must be set to zero. This can be

done only by specifyingTHICK2 and punching en ex-

plicit O on the card. Q and A are given as usual,

and EFF i& calculated by Eq. (34), The conversion

efficiency,e, is included in EFREF.

EFREF =
1~10/e

Ns(x 1015 atans/cm2)

0.02 MeV-b
‘N~(atoms/b) ~ ‘ (37)

where the value e ssO.001 is a result from Petrel,3

and will be determined with greater accuracy on fu-

ture experiments. Uncertainty in e cancels when ra-

tios between identical detectors are taken. BKG and

REF have their usual meaning.

e. Total

If a value of reciprocal sample thickness (BPA)

in be.rnsper atom is given, SIGER assumes that V(t)

and REF(E) in Eq. (31) are signals frcm targets of

the same material following and preceding the sample,

respectively,and determines the cross section from

Eq. (28). All other input program data are the same

as those for determining flux in the manner appropri-

ate to the target. The fhnction REF(E) must have

been previously pmcessedby SIGER without being

divided by the cross section; i.e., the REF used was

unity and the result was I . u, rather thsn 1.

If the targets before and after the sample are

. I

.

i
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not the same substance,or if only the actual cur-

rent is available to use for REF(E), a specis.l-pur-

pose REF(E) that is the product I o u can be con-

structed by an auxiliaryprogram. Alternatively,

if the cross section of the material following the

sample varies as l/v, its value at 2200 njsec,

STHERM, maybe entered as data, in which case the

signal is dividedby a as well es by REF(E), and

REF(E) may be the neutrcm current.

If the difference (before - after) and one of

the signals are recorded, Eq. (27) canbe cast into

the fonof Eq. (31) as follows.

aI (11-12) - II
T=>= 12

11
-a) = .

‘lr~ %12) + 12J/a

The functions BKG and RET are chosen to reconstruct

the transmissionratio. The errors in this record-

ing mode are discussed in Section 8.

10. AVERAGE OF FLUX DETERMINATIONS

In general, two or more detectorsview each

monitor target, two recordings of each signal are

made, and two or more readings (digitization) are

made of each recording. Thus it mey be desirable

to average together eight or more flux functions

from a single targd.; and, further, It may be neces-

sary to ccmbine determinationsfrom various targets

to find “the flux” for a given experiment. The

GSAV (GRaphingand AVeraging) progremperfoxms the

averaging with due considerationfor the standard

deviation carriedby each point.

To minimize the standard deviation of the re-

sult, each point in the average must be weighted

inversely as the square of its uncorrelated (random)

error. GRAV subtractsthe square of the correlated

error from the square of the total error, performs

the required arithmetic and propagation of errors,

end then recombinesthe correlated error (which is

not necessarilythe same as the input value) with

the result. The correlated error is the quadratic

sum of all sources of uncertaintythat affect every

data point equally. Note that the correlatedpart

of the error calculated in SIGER by Eq. (32) is

greater than the value of CORR given as program in-

put; it also includes the correlatedparts of

&.EF/REl~,6Edq/Ed~, mdthecelibration error.

This larger value must be used as input to GRAV.

The correlated error of GRAV output depends on

the degree to which the inputs are correlatedamong

themselves. The general prescription is to combine

each contrih~.lon to correlated error which is

Identical for all readings,with the rme of the

values for each of the contributingfactors which

is independcmtamong readings. Thus, if several

readings or recordingsof the same signal are being

averaged, only the calibrationerror is independent;

the output CORR is the quadratic sum of the me of

the correlatedparts of the calibration errors and

the coumnonvalue of the input correlated error of

each reading emitting the calibration error. For

two detectors viewing the same target, two such

GRAV outputs would then be averaged together, and

the final CORR might be written as

where only the correlatedparts of 6 REP and 6 E
dep

are included, and the 6 CAL/CAL’s are the rma values

for the respective signals.

In addition to calculating an “internal”uncor-

related error by propagation of errors, GRAV also

calculates an “external”error as the ma deviation

of the points from their average. The larger of

these two uncertainties is ccmbined with the output

correlated error to obtain the output standard de-

viation of each point. The internal and external

errors should be roughly equal.;if not, they indi-

cate improper error assignment or handling.

The final task is to choose from the various

flux determinationsto obtain “The Flux.” This is

.lm’gelya matter of judgment, and the procedure

varies from experiment to experiment. As an exam-

ple, consider the Persimmon flux:

106 to 104 eV, used three (of four) high-reso-

lution readings of two detectors
on 235u, Cpm = 4.2$;

104 to 1~0 eV, used six (of eight) 235U read-

ings, Cgkul=1.8$;
1000 to 100 eV, used 12 readings from three de-

100 to 13 eV,

detectors on 6Li, C@l= 4.2$;
3read points of a graph of He re-

sult, normalizedto give correct

integrals for 235U cross section

15



as determined from two signals,

c@R = 1.*.

The flux deck ao compiled is suitable for use h de-

terminingunknown fission and charged-particlecross

sections, cnd (with doubtful normalization)for cap-

ture measurements. For scattering and total neas-

urements, special.fluxes must be derived as discuasxl

in Section 9.
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